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bxyjy Mobile phone holder convenient to carry, Adjustable Cell Phone Holder
 

WIDELY COMPATIBLE. This universal phone cradle stand fits for 4 to 7.9 Inch smartphone, mini tablet, e-reader with thickness up to 0.55" (including phone case). Compatible

for Apple iPhone 11 Pro Max, the new iPhone SE, iPhone XS XR X 8 7 6S 6 Plus 5, iPad mini, Samsung Galaxy S20 Ultra S10 S10e S10+ Note 9 8 S9 S8 Plus S7 Edge S6 S5 J7 J3,

LG G7 G8 V40 ThinQ V20 V30 G4 G5 G6.

STURDY AND DURABLE. Premium ABS material supports this desktop phone holder durable in usage. Silicone pads on the bottom and cradle protect both your phone .

MULTI ANGLE ADJUSTABLE. Simply adjust and choose your preferred viewing angles from 15° to 100°.CEACHOI desk phone holder stand holds your smart phone or mini

tablet at a comfortable angle, ideal for watching video, reading, video recording, browsing the web, playing games or facetime call.

WHAT YOU GET. 1 Pc bxyjy office phone stand adjustable. 

bxyjy mini desk stand can provide a safe and secure mount for your smartphones and small tablets in portrait or landscape mode safe.

Now it is time to give your hands a break, enjoy watching video, reading, facetime or browsing the web simply with this phone holder.

No matter in the office, kitchen, bedroom or on the table, this phone stand is a perfect companion for holding your smart phones.
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Bxyjy Mobile Phone Holder Convenient To Carry,
Adjustable Cell Phone Holder

$14.99
bxyjy Mobile phone holder convenient to carry, Adjustable Cell Phone HolderWIDELY

COMPATIBLE. This universal phone cradle stand fits for 4 to 7.9 Inch smartphone, mini

tablet, e-reader with thickness ..

Qty 1

ADD TO CART  

Product Code: BX-205

Availability: In Stock

First Listed: 2020-03-11

Sold By: bxyjy
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